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The Extended Care  
Planning Sales Process 

Key Questions
A comprehensive extended care planning discussion 
involves key issues and topics to be considered. The 
following key questions, available in the Impact-Based 
Sales Interview, form a basis to conduct the conversation.    

Producer Insights
The producer insights comments are provided to help the 
producer understand the nature and significance of the 
Key Questions and Action steps.

Action Steps
The action steps are provided to help give direction to the 
producer.

Long Term Care Insurance 
and Linked Benefits Insurance:  
An Impact-Based Sales Process
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The Extended Care  
Planning Sales Process 

Impact-Based Sales Interview

Key Questions     Producer Insights     Action Steps

The questions above are designed to help you determine your prospects’ prior experiences and 
knowledge regarding extended care. These questions also set the tone for the entire interview; it’s 
a conversation, not a monologue. This step allows prospects to share their information first, helping 
to ensure that they are engaged and that the discussion is focused on them. 

The questions are not just financial because there are potentially significant consequences to 
family, loved ones, and caregivers. Be sure to ask about the consequences to those providing care 
(e.g. What was the impact on the health/welfare of the remaining spouse, partner, family members? 
Did the majority of care fall on one individual? Did a child need to leave his/her job?).

Note: While these questions are legitimate, it is critical to avoid using scare tactics in your conversation.

“Have you ever known anyone who needed some help to get through the day?”  (Listen)

“Have you ever considered what the impact could be on you, your spouse/family and your retirement 
income (and business, if business owner) if you ever required assistance”  (Listen)

1 a sk

“Do you know someone who needs/needed help to get through their day?”

e.  How did things turn out?

f.   How much was it then, and how much would           
      it cost today?

g.  How did it affect your spouse/partner/children? 

a.  Who was it?

b.  What happened?

c.  When did it happen?

d.  Where did it happen (location of care) ?

2 a sk

“How familiar are you with the different types of care available today? Let’s review options available.”

“Have you ever known someone who needed care in a Nursing Facility,  Assisted Living Facility, 
Hospice Care, Home Health Care… ?” (ask questions below)

e.  How did things turn out?

f.   How much was it then, and how much would           
      it cost today?

g.  How did it affect the spouse/children/business? 

a.  Who was it?

b.  What happened?

c.  When did it happen?

d.  Where did it happen (location of care) ?

3 a sk
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The purpose of reviewing the types of LTC services available today is to assist you and your 
prospects in an educational process, as well as helping to immerse them in the reality of LTC in a 
non-confrontational and conversational format. The questions to this point will allow you to do the 
following:

A.  Assist you in discovering what your prospects already know by asking questions about their      
      prior experiences. 

• Your objective is to discover what their experience and knowledge is before you volunteer 
additional information, allow them to engage in the conversation and then fill in the 
information your prospects may not already know. 

• Inform your prospects about the types of care as well as the financial cost of long-term care 
services available today. 

• This is NOT the time to bring up selling LTC insurance. You are creating an opportunity to learn 
what they know; then they have the opportunity to learn what you know…the current types 
of care, current cost of care, and the consequences they and their family have experienced as a 
result of someone they know who needed care.

B.  Now that you have helped to immerse and engage your prospects in a comprehensive 
      overview of the financial, physical, and emotional impacts of needing extended care  
      services, your prospects are now prepared for you to ask a few important questions: 

When people engage in financial planning, a key objective is to make sure that their money lasts 
as long as they do!  Hence, they are already “planning” on living a long life. Help them understand 
and agree that they may live a long life and eventually need assistance.

Your prospects must be able to accept and acknowledge that needing care could happen to them. 
Now is the best time in the sales interview to ask them the following question:

“Do you plan to live a long life?”4 a sk

The next issue is critical. It is to help your prospects consider the impact of LTC as a holistic 
event. LTC is not just about them, it impacts everyone around them as well. A comprehensive 
discussion about the issues surrounding extended care planning and LTC should include not only 
the individual needing care, it should also include the physical, emotional, social, and financial 
consequences to the caregivers (spouse, partner, family, friends).  

“I recognize that no one ever plans on needing care, but do you agree it could happen to you?”5 a sk
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“Okay, so if it happened today, what would happen to you, your family, (friends), (business) and your 
retirement income?”

This is the point where key issues that are important to your prospect are formulated.
•   Needing extended care...long term care, is a very real issue
•   Absent a plan...the consequences on self, on spouse, and on family are significant
•   Absent a plan...their income and assets can be depleted
•   The realization that not having a plan and no method to fund the plan is unacceptable

Note: While these questions are legitimate, it is critical to avoid using scare tactics in your conversation.

For single/widowed prospects:
In some cases people who are single/widowed have not had an opportunity to process what their 
circumstances are and the impact that needing care could have on them.  They may not have 
someone to care for them should they need care.  LTC insurance is often considered a vehicle to 
protect inheritance only, like “end of life insurance”, however a single/widowed individual may 
consider protecting their assets for themselves should they recover. Additionally, the comments of 
non-LTC professionals with respect to LTC may not have been well thought out. The following text 
is offered to help people widen their view of the potential impact of needing care:

6a

“How has your health been for the past five years? What medications are you taking? What are you 
being treated for?” (Refer to the Underwriting Guide)

7

“Knowing what you now know about your health insurance, Medicare, and Medicaid, do you believe 
that relying on any of these is your solution to your long-term care needs?”

8

“Assuming the cost of care is $100,000 a year, if it happened today, how long would your assets last 
without selling your home? Which accounts would you need to spend down first?”

9

“I understand many people still view long-term care as an “end of life” issue. However, have you ever 
considered what you would do if something happened and you needed care for a period of time 
and then you recovered, having spent down half or all of your life savings (e.g. stroke, hip fracture, 
etc.)?   Maybe the most important question to consider is what kind of financial lifestyle would you be 
returning to after you recovered and then you live another 20+ years?”

6b

a sk

a sk
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“In light of everything we talked about, is there anything other than needing care that can impact 
you, your family, and your retirement income so significantly?”

10

The way we plan and deal with sweeping issues in our lives.
Car = Auto Insurance   
Medical = Health Insurance     
House = Homeowner’s Insurance
Family = Life Insurance 
Extended Care = LTC Insurance

The next question is intended as a summary step to solidify the prospect’s thoughts about the 
positive impact of engaging in extended care planning and the consequences of not taking action. 
The following are the types of statements you should be hearing from your prospects should they 
need care.

d.  “I want to protect assets for my spouse.”

e.   “I want to maintain control and independence.”

f.   “I want to help assure quality care.”

g.  “I want to be in the location of my choice.”

h.  “I want to protect and provide inheritance as a legacy.”

i.  “I want to have a plan in place regarding a significant     

     life issue.”

a.  “I want my spouse/children to manage my care,  

      not to be the 24/7 care provider. I don’t want        

      to be an excessive burden, on spouse, children,  

      friends!”

b.  “I want to stay in my own home to receive care.”

c.  “I want to protect assets for myself should I  

     recover.” (single or widowed person)

“In summarizing the issues we’ve discussed, you said… (Repeat their stated objectives)…”

You want your spouse/children to manage your care, not to be your 24/7 care provider (reducing the 
impact of providing care on your family).

You want to stay in your own home to receive care as long as reasonably possible.

You want to protect your assets for yourself should you recover. 

You want to protect your retirement income and assets for each other.

What other issues/objectives do you have?...

11

“Does it make sense to use ALL your assets to pay for long-term care… or does it make more sense to 
use a fraction of your assets to fund LTC insurance?” 

12

a sk
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“In reviewing all your concerns, your objectives and all the information we’ve discussed, I’m suggesting 
the following two (three) plan solutions.”

13

Provide the LTC Solution: A, B, (or C):

Create two quotes based on prospects’ issues and objectives. Be sure to change only one variable 
in the quotes where ever possible, such as the monthly benefit, benefit period, inflation option, 
death benefit…

When presenting quotes, be sure to summarize and incorporate your prospects’ issues, concerns, 
and objectives. Explain how the quotes you provided are a solution to solving their issues, 
concerns, and objectives. (The sample solutions below are for agent comprehension only; full details 
are not included as the specific details will vary by product, gender, age, health and payment mode.)

14

Sample Traditional LTC Quote 2

$250/day - $7,500/month LTC

6 Year  Benefit Period

3%  Compound Inflation

Sample Traditional LTC Quote 1

$200/day - $6,000/month LTC

6 Year  Benefit Period

3%  Compound Inflation

Solution A: Based on your client’s objectives - Traditional LTC policy.

Solution B: Based on your client’s objectives - Linked-Benefit policy.

Sample Linked-Benefit Quote 2

$7,500/month LTC

6 Year  Benefit Period

$540,000 LTC Benefit Limit

$180,000  Death Benefit, Specified

$113,174 Surrender Value

No Inflation

Sample Linked-Benefit Quote 1

$6,000/month LTC

6 Year  Benefit Period

$432,000 LTC Benefit Limit

$144,000 Death Benefit, Specified

$90,539  Surrender Value

No Inflation

Solution C: Based on your client’s objectives - Life Insurance with LTC rider policy.

Sample Life Insurance/LTC Quote 2

$7,500/month LTC

$375,000 Death Benefit

4.17 Year Benefit Period

$0  Surrender Value

No Inflation

Sample Life Insurance/LTC Quote 1

$6,000/month LTC

$300,000 Death Benefit

4.17 Year Benefit Period

$0  Surrender Value

No Inflation

sa y
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“In reviewing all of your concerns, your objectives and all the information we’ve discussed, I’m 
suggesting the following two (three) plan solutions....”

15

Begin filling out the application.

“Mr. and Mrs._____ now that we’ve completed the applications, and I have explained the application 
process, the next step is to review the underwriting process.  Underwriting can take an average of  4 to 
12 weeks (depending on the product), during which time you may receive a call to arrange a telephone 
interview or a face-to-face interview as part of the complete underwriting process.”

16

This is a very important step in the sales interview process! 

You want to adequately prepare the applicant for the application process, which depending on the 
product, can take between 4 and 12 weeks and discuss that they may receive a phone interview or 
home visit, and may need to provide blood/urine during the underwriting process.

sa y

sa y

“Why is it even more important for an insurable spouse to keep his/her approved policy coverage, even 
if his/her spouse’s application comes back uninsurable?”

17 a sk

ADDITIONALLY… This is the best time to discuss the issue of insurability.  Your prospects should 
understand that one of them may be uninsurable AND you need to help them process this issue 
prior to leaving the appointment with the applications. Trying to deliver only one approved policy 
if you have not previously discussed that possibility beforehand can be a very difficult emotional 
hurdle for your prospects to make.

After discussing the issue of one insurable spouse, your clients should realize the potential of the 
uninsurability of a spouse and might share questions/comments such as: 

• The insurable spouse still needs to prevent depleting assets from the uninsurable spouse,
• How can they lessen the impact of care on each spouse,
• How can they lessen the impact of care on the children and family,
• Discussing the need to protect assets and retirement income for both spouses, 
• Plus all the other reasons they gave you during the sales interview for getting the coverage.
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